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Abstract-Electromagnetic field intensities in tunnels are measured in
order to determine the effect that vehicles may have on radio wave
propagation in the frequency range from VHF to microwaves. A
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microwaye simdatiotL at 12 GH2 Was Carried out in the vcr(ical dominatLt

mode ill tutlnelswitb arcked and rectangubr cross sections. It is shown

that the propagatiotL loss due to vebic]es is determined mainly by their size

and their numtler. The location of the vehicles in tunnels does t10t affect

the propagation loss significandy.

I.IINTRODUCTION

Manytheoreticalanalyses and experiments have been conducted

on ra.dio wave propagation characteristics in houow tunnels [1]-[7]
fromthe viewpoint of wireless commumication systems such as

portable phones for emergenciesand disasters. In general, tunnels

may be regarded as oversized waveguides suchthat atmicrowave

&equenciesthe attenuation is lowerthan in free space [4].
Inthe actualradio corrmuhications environment, however, propa-

gation obstacles such as vehiclesalways exist･ Hence,･ keeplng ln

mind future developments in commumications,､ it is worthinvestigat-

1ng也e propagation characteristics of radio waves in血e VHF to

microwave region in nonhollow tunnels (i.e., tunnelsJwithobslacles).
Tothe authors'knowledge, only a few analyticalinvestigations

have been done on propagation characteristics within nonhollow

tumel structures [8]-[10].Fu血ermore, how discrete obstacles affect

the propagation characteristics and/orthe propagation loss is st山an

open question. The difficulty stems &omthe inclusion of obstacles in

an analysis: one deals wi血and needs to solve a complex血ee-

dimensionalproblem in oversized lossy waveguides.

The purpose of this paper is to examine experim甲tally how

obstacles in tunnels affectmicrowave propagation loss. The major

emphasis of the study is on detemimingthe propagation loss due to

thefo1lowing parameters: number, location,and size of vehicles, and

cross-.sectionalshapes of tunnels･ The laboratory experiment was

performed using tunnel models withaichedand rectangular cross

sections. The dominant mode was transmitted intothese tunnelsfrom

their entrances. We took different readings offield strengthalongthe

lengthofthe tunnels to det占minetheeffectthat vehicles may have on

the propagation characteristics. The scale ratio of tunnel dimension to

the wavelengthis about 213 inthelexperiment･

-
It is shownthatthe basic propagation loss due to

vehicles in tunnels

is detemined mainly bythe
numberandthe size of

the
vehicles.

Vehicle locationand tunnel cross-sectionalshape do not affectthe

propagation loss sigmificantly.

II. MICROWAVE SIMULATION

We employed two double-lane tunnels made of styrofoamcom-

bined
with carbon. The relative dielectric constant of the materialis

l･3 andthe conductivityis 0.17 S/m, which has been measured at 10

GHz by a standing wave method. The materialis lossy
enoughsothat

no outgoing wave penetratesthrough the tunnel wall. In other words,

the materialacts like an actualconcrete tunnel wall [4] atthese

frequencies･ The block diagram for measuringthe field strengthin

tunnels is shown in Fig. 1. Oneっfthe tunnels hasanarched cross

section 7･5 cm high and 10 cm wide. The other has a rectangular

cross section 5 cm highand 8 cm wide. Bothcross-sectionalshapes

are typicalof actualtunnels.

Themicrowave transmitter (a rectangular hornantenna) is located

atthe entrance of the tunnel, from whencethe vertically polarized

dominant mわde [2],【6]is transmitted. The relative field strengthof

this signalisthen measured by a small dipole antenna at different

pointsalongthe lengthofthe tunnel. We used metallicminiature

vehicles as obstacles (fivecars, a van, a small bus, and a bus).They

are shown in Table I.

ⅡⅠ.FIELD DISTRIBUTION

First, we measuredthe field patterninthe hollow arched tunnel to

make sure thatthe dominant mode was excited･ The pattern is shown

(dltDetlSlon : cm) Arched Shape and rectangular tunnels

-
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Fig･ 1･ Block diagram of arrangement to measurethe field strengthin

tunnels.

TABLE I

VEHICLES UsED IN THE ExpERIMENT

type length width height nⅦ血er

(cm) (cm) (cm)

sedan

Van

smal 1

bus

bus

7.0 2.5 2.0

7.0 2.5 3.3

10.5 2.5 3.0

13.0 3.3 3.8

⊥

⊥

⊥

Fig. 2. Field patternofthe dominant mode inthearched tunnel without

vehicles.

in Fig. 2, based on measurements taken at 5-mmintervals
onthe

plane parallel tothe tunnelfloor, at half the tunnel's maximum

height.Ascanbe seen,the pattern exhibits a clear distribution
with

one maximum of the dominant
mode inthe horizontaldirection. The

values of the Geld strengthare relative,■sincethis is sufficient to

deteminethe propagation characteristics.

Next, we placed a bus inthe leftlane of the tunnelfloor, 16 cm

fromthe transmitter･ Wethen repeatedthe procedure described

above to take a new set of measurements ofthefield pattern･ Fig･ 3

showsthe results as well as a shadow image
of the tunnelfloorthat

displaysthe position of the bus･ It is seenthatthe patternchanges

fromthat of the hollow tunnel･ A standing wave phenomenon appears

in front of the bus due to reflectionand scattering･ Instead of a one-

maximum distribution inthe horizontaldirection, we now have a

two-maxima distribution nearthe bus･ The distribution in the reglOn
behindthe bus starts offwitha deep fading, which towardthe end of
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Fig. 3. Field patterninthe arched tunnel witha bus included.

the tunnel is transformed into a maximum distribution of the

dominapt mode.

Twofurther examples ofthefield patternassociated withvehicles

re showninFig･ 4(a)and a))･Bothcases ekhibit simi1archaracterii-

tics, e立ceptfor the differences infield strength associated with

vehicle size. Fig. 5 shdwsthe pattern inthe arched tunnel crowded

i,ithvehicles inthe le氏1ane. In this ca白e, stahding phenomena appear

throughoutthe turmelandthe distribution isthat of the dominant

mode as? whole.

We refer tdthe reg10n farfromthe vehicle as a stable reglOn,

wherethefield strengthdecreases monotonously withdistance while

holdingthe dominaht mode pattern. We call the difference in field

strengthbetwesn the hollow tunnel case andthe tunnel with vehicles

casethe propagation loss due to obstacles, as shown in Fig. 6. The

totalpropagatibn loss isthe sum of the loss due to the tunnelL itself and

the loss due to obstacles. The propagation loss
caused by vehicles

may
be best defihed bythe differences inthe field strengths inthe

reglOn far丘omthe obstacles, i･e･, inthe stable reg10n. Thus, we
!

employedthe data inthe hollow tunnel as standard data, with which

we comparedthe other data･

ⅠⅤ.PROPÅGATION Loss

There are many parametersthat affectthe totalpropagatioh loss,

for example,frequency , tunnel dimension, electricalproperties of the

tunnel wall, cross-sectionalshape of the tunnel, vehicle size, shape,

location, number, etc･ Particularly, we e宜amined the field strength

variations dependent onthefo1lowlng Parameters: Vehicle size,

location, and number, and cioss-sectionalshape of the tunnel.

A. Dependency on the Number of Vehicles

To examine howthe propagation loss changes according tothe

number of cars in a tunnel, we measured the field- strengthusing

geveralsedantypecars. These cars were locatedinthe leftlane of the

tunnels･ Thenthe field
strengthwasmeasuredalongthe

lengthofthe

tunnel atthe center line bfthe cross section. Fig. 7(a) iliustratesthe

experimentalresult･ The readings of the field strengthare repeated

withl;
2, 3, and finally 4 cars placed inthe･1eftlane of the tunnel. As

shownby Fig･ 7the position of cars I, 2, 3, and 4 is roughly 48, 36,

23, and 12 cm, respectively, fromthe entrance of the tunnel. The

field strengthchanges rapidly nearthe cars. However,the differences

infield strength due tothe number of cars are clearly recognized only

89

(b)

Fig. 4. Field patternin the arched tunnel with(a) a small busand (b) a bus

and a small bus included.

Fig. 5. Field patternin the arched tunnel crowded withsedans･
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Fig･ 6･ Field strength and propagation
loss in tunnels･
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Fig･ 71 Field strengthmeasuredalongthe
center line of the cross section of

(a)the arched tunnel and (b) the rectangular
tunnel･ (The numbered

rectangular boxes show the car number andthe position of cars･)

in the stable reglOn･
Tbe丘dd streng也is almost

inversely propor-

tionaltothe number of cars. This fact holds forthe rectangular tunnel

case as shown in Fig･ 7(b)･The fluctuations inthe field strength in

this case are less pronounced
because the cross-sectional area is

smaller thanthat of the arched tunnel･

Tbe propagation loss血e to the m血er of vehicles fbr血e

rectangular tunnel is shown
in Fig･ 8･ The value of the propagation

loss itself depends on various parameters･
However,■ it increases

almost in proportion to血e皿mber of vehicles, provided identical

vehicles are used.
The cross-sectionalshape of tunnels does not affect

the propagation characteristics (Fig･7)･

B. Dependency on the Location of Vehicles

Next, we examinedthe propagation
loss due to the position of

vehicles within the tunnel･ The locations are indicated in Fig･ 9

together with the field strength･ The numericalvalues under the

tunnel diagrams (planview of tunnel)in Fig I 9 display the disposition

of the vehicles.
It is seenthatthe

field strengthdoes not change inthe

stable reglOn aS long as the number of vehicles remainsthe sa血e･ In

other words, the propagation
loss is determihed by the number of

vehicles regardless of their indivi血al locations･ One exception is the
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Fig･ 81 Propagation loss inthe rectangular tunnel versus number of cars･

(b)

Fig･ 9･ Field streng也variation according to location ofcars･ (a)cars on one

lane, O)) cars on both1anes･

case in which a car is placed inthemiddle of the road (Fig･9(b))･

This is the position that most highly affects the distributidnl■of the

do血nant mode. However, in ordinary circumstances, vehicles are in

one of the lanqs.

C. DepeT7dency on the Size
of Vehicles

It is wellknownthatthe scattering property of waves depends on

the size of the scatterer. Different sized obstacles are expected to

produce a different loss･ Thus, we experimented with various sized

vehicles
located at the same point in the rectangular tunnel･ The result

is shown in Fig･ 10, together withthe
location of the vehicles･ As

expected, vehicles whose size is large compared tothe wavelength

produce a larger propagation loss･ andthe scatterlng effects extend to

the far reg10n.
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[10] Y･ Yamaguchi, T. Abe, and
T. Sekiguchi, "Radio propagation

characteristics in underground streets crowded with pedestrians,"
LEEE Trans･ Electromagn･ Compat･, vol･ 30, no･ 2, pp･ 130-136,

May 1988.
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Fig. 10. The field strengthdue to vehicles of different sizes.

Ⅴ. DISCUSSION

The value of the totalpropagation loss in tunnels depends on many

parameters, which can be classified roughly into two categories. The

first group IS related to the waveguide structures, for example: cross-

sectional shape, size of tunnel, electrical properties of the surround-

1ng medium, and signal frequency. Thefundamentalattenuation

constant of the dominant mode in hollow tunnels varies inversely to

the area of the tunnel's cross section [3],and to the frequency [4].
The other category groupsthose parametersthdt affect the scattering

property of vehicles, i.eリthe size to
wavelengthratio,the shape,th占

location, andthe number of vehicles･ Thus, it is extremely difficult to

analyze the propagation characteristics considering all parameters ･ In

thismicrowave simulation,thefundamentalproperties of propagation

loss due to vehicles were examined･ However,the analytical study is

left for afuture investigation.
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